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Using numerical simulations we study the pinning and dynamics of interacting colloids on periodic one-
dimensional substrates. As a function of colloid density, temperature, and substrate strength, we find a variety
of pinned and dynamic states including a locked smectic, pinned buckled, two-phase flow, and moving partially
ordered structures. We show that for increasing colloid density, peaks in the depinning threshold occur at
commensurate states. The scaling of the pinning threshold versus substrate strength changes when the colloids
undergo a transition from one-dimensional chains to a buckled configuration.
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Assemblies of interacting colloidal particles in two di-
mensions �2D� have attracted considerable attention as an
ideal model system in which various types of equilibrium
phases can be studied conveniently �1�, since the colloid-
colloid interactions and density can be changed easily, and
the individual colloid positions and motions are directly ac-
cessible. When a 1D or 2D periodic substrate is added to the
system, new ordering and melting transitions appear. In ex-
periments on colloids interacting with 1D substrates created
using interfering laser beams, a novel laser-induced freezing
was observed in which the colloids freeze into a crystal as
the substrate strength is increased �2�. This effect has also
been studied theoretically �3� and numerically �4�. At even
higher substrate strengths, a reentrant laser-induced melting
can occur when the colloids behave one-dimensionally as a
line liquid and the fluctuations are effectively enhanced, as
predicted initially in theoretical studies �4�. Laser-induced
freezing and melting have subsequently been studied both
experimentally �5� and theoretically �6–8�.

Theoretical studies predicted a rich variety of equilibrium
phases, including floating solids, modulated liquids, and
locked and floating smectic states, as a function of commen-
surability between the colloidal crystal and the periodicity of
the 1D substrate, which breaks the rotational symmetry of
the system �7,8�. The melting was shown, in general, to be
reentrant with substrate strength. In the locked smectic
phase, described in detail in Ref. �8�, the colloids are effec-
tively decoupled between troughs and only short-range order
occurs, whereas in the locked floating solid phase, quasi-
long-range order exists. In agreement with these predictions,
recently experiments showed that the locked floating solid
melts into a modulated liquid with intermediate locked smec-
tic phases �9�. The crystalline phases and melting of colloids
interacting with 2D periodic substrates have also been stud-
ied and a variety of novel equilibrium crystalline orderings
and melting phenomena were observed �10–13�.

Far less is known about the dynamical interactions of col-
loids with periodic substrates. Recently it was shown that
dynamical locking effects can occur for colloids driven over
2D periodic substrates when the colloids preferentially move
along the symmetry directions of the substrate �14–17�. Col-
loids driven over periodic substrates are a useful model sys-
tem for studying depinning phenomena that also occur in
other systems, including vortices in superconductors interact-

ing with periodic pinning arrays �18� as well as atomic fric-
tion models �19�. Similar comparisons can be made for col-
loids driven over random substrates �20�.

In this work we consider colloids driven over periodic 1D
substrates, which to our knowledge has not been studied pre-
viously. We consider parameters relevant to recent experi-
ments on colloids interacting with periodic potentials. For
fixed substrate strength and lattice constant, we find that as
the colloid density increases, peaks in the depinning thresh-
old occur at various commensurate fillings. In general, we
observe a pinned regime, a disordered or plastic flow regime,
and partially ordered moving regimes as a function of the
driving force. Several types of pinned states appear, includ-
ing pinned commensurate lattices, pinned or locked smectics,
and a buckled phase. For high colloidal densities, where the
colloid lattice constant is much smaller along the direction of
the substrate minimum, the colloids form a locked smectic
state in which all dislocations have Burgers vectors parallel
to the substrate, and we show that as the substrate strength
decreases there is a change in the scaling of the depinning
force versus substrate strength when the colloids undergo a
transition from 1D chains to a buckled state.

We simulate a 2D system of Nc colloids with periodic
boundary conditions in the x and y directions. The over-
damped equation of motion for colloid i is

dri

dt
= fcc

i + fs + fd + fT. �1�

Here the colloid-colloid interaction force, given by a Yukawa
or screened Coulomb potential, is fcc

i =−� j�i
Nc �iV�rij�, where

V�rij�= �qiqj /r�exp�−�r�. The colloid charge qi�j�=1, 1 /� is
the screening length, ri�j� is the position of particle i�j�, and
r= �ri−r j�. The substrate fs= fp sin�2�y /d�ŷ is periodic in one
dimension, as shown in Fig. 1�a�, with period d in the y
direction. This is the form expected from the modulated laser
fields used in the experiments �5�. We measure length in
units of d. The external driving force fd= fdŷ could come
from an applied electric field. The thermal force fT is a ran-
domly fluctuating force from Langevin kicks. We have con-
sidered various system sizes; here we focus on fixed Ly
=16d. A triangular colloidal lattice is commensurate with the
substrate for d=�3a /2, where a is the colloidal lattice con-
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stant. The density of colloids, nc, is normalized such that at
the commensurate density, nc=1.0. Temperature T is reported
in terms of the melting transition Tm for a colloidal lattice at
the commensurate density in the absence of the substrate.
For the results in this work we focus on the case T /Tm=0.5,
which is low enough to avoid appreciable creep. The initial
colloidal state is obtained at fd=0 by cooling the system
from a high-T molten state to lower T. A similar procedure
was used to find the equilibrium states for colloids on 2D
substrates �10�. The applied drive is then increased from fd
=0 by small increments. At each increment, we measure the
average colloidal velocity Vy =�i=1

Nc vi · ŷ after reaching the
steady flow state.

We first consider the case of fixed substrate lattice con-
stant d and strength fp and examine the depinning as a func-
tion of colloidal density nc. In general, we find three regimes:
pinned, disordered flow, and a partially ordered high drive
flow. We note that for lower pinning forces, additional float-
ing solids or smectic states can occur �7,8�, which we do not
consider here. The exact type of order in the pinned regime
depends on the colloid density. For high densities nc�1.0,
the colloidal lattice is anisotropic and at finite T forms a
pinned or locked smectic state, as seen in Fig. 1�b� for nc
=1.35. The dislocations depin before the particles as the
drive is increased so the locked smectic initially depins into
a plastic flow or two-phase flow regime, where only a por-
tion of the colloids move. We illustrate this flow in Fig. 1�c�,
which shows the colloidal positions just above depinning for
fd / fc=1.1, where fc is the critical depinning force. Here the

colloidal positions are much more disordered. As fd is further
increased, all the colloids depin and form a moving partially
ordered state where the colloids regain a considerable
amount of triangular ordering, as seen in Fig. 1�d�. The col-
loid lattice also realigns in the direction of the drive. The
phases can be identified via the fraction of sixfold coordi-
nated particles P6=�i=1

Nc ��zi−6� /Nc, where the coordination
number zi of each colloid is determined from a Voronoi con-
struction. A locked or floating solid is triangular �P6=1.0�
while the smectic phases contain dislocations �P6�1.0�.

The different flow regimes and the type of ordering are
correlated with characteristics of the colloid velocity versus
external force curves. In Fig. 2�a� we plot the average colloid
velocity Vy and in Fig. 2�b� we show the corresponding P6
versus the external drive fd / fp for the system with nc=1.35.
In Fig. 2�a�, there are three regions of the velocity force
curve labeled I, II, and III. Region I is a pinned smectic state
for fd / fp�0.75; there are a significant number of disloca-
tions present, so here P6=0.65. The plastic flow region II
occurs for 0.75� fd / fp�0.95 and begins when Vy jumps
above zero. In the plastic flow regime, Vy is smaller than it
would be if all the colloids were moving, and lies below the
value that would be obtained by a linear extrapolation of the
velocity-force slope at higher drives. A number of the pinned
dislocations annihilate in this regime and thus P6 increases to
P6=0.78. For fd / fp�0.94, there is a final jump in Vy, indi-
cating that more colloids are now moving, and the system
enters region III where Vy increases linearly with fd and all
the colloids move with a uniform velocity. Here the colloids
form a mostly triangular lattice, giving P6=0.95. In the inset
of Fig. 2�a� we show the velocity force characteristics for a
system with nc=0.375, where the lattice makes a transition
directly from a pinned triangular lattice to a moving triangu-
lar lattice. Here the intermediate jumplike features in Vy are
missing due to the absence of a plastic flow regime, and
P6=1.0 for all fd. These results indicate that it is the presence
of dislocations that give rise to plastic flow.

FIG. 1. �a� Heavy lines: locations of the substrate minima. �b�–
�d� Black dots: Real space snapshots of the colloid positions for a
system with fixed d, fp=2.0, and nc=1.35. �b� Pinned smectic state
at fd=0. �c� fd / fc=1.1, where fc is the depinning threshold. The
colloids are moving in the y direction. �d� fd / fc=1.2 shows signifi-
cant triangular ordering.

FIG. 2. �a� Average colloidal velocity Vy vs fd / fp for the system
in Fig. 1 with fp=2 and nc=1.35. Inset: Vy vs fd / fp for nc=0.375.
�b� The density of six-fold coordinated colloids P6 vs fd / fp for the
system in Fig. 1.
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In Fig. 3 we map regions I through III as a function of
fd / fp vs nc for fixed fp=2.0 and fixed d. The depinning
threshold shows several peaks and a prominent broad maxi-
mum between 0.75�nc�1.0, corresponding to a triangular
colloidal lattice. The peaks occur at commensurate densities
nc=0.38, 0.26, and 0.185, corresponding to a colloidal lattice
constant of a=�2d, �3d, and 2d, respectively. At these den-
sities there are no dislocations present in the system and the
colloids pass directly from a pinned triangular solid to a
moving triangular lattice as a function of driving force with-
out an intermediate disordered flow regime. Region II per-
sists in a small sliver between regions I and III near the
commensurability at nc=1 due to the fact that the system was
not perfectly commensurate and there were a small number
of dislocations present. There is a broad minimum in the
depinning threshold centered around nc=0.45. Over this
range of density there are significant numbers of dislocations
present in the system. For nc�1.0 the depinning threshold
drops dramatically with density as dislocations proliferate
and the system enters a pinned smectic state. For all densi-
ties, once the drive is large enough for all the colloids to
depin, the system enters the partially ordered flow regime III.
The region III boundary roughly coincides with fd= fp, al-
though for nc�1.0, the onset of region III shifts slightly
down in drive for increasing nc due to the enhanced colloidal
interactions.

The appearance of different dynamic regimes is similar to
what is found for vortices driven over 2D random disorder
�21,22�. In the vortex case, the plastic flow regime occurs
when some vortices are trapped in pinning sites while addi-
tional interstitial vortices move between the pins. For strong
driving, the vortices can form a moving smectic state aligned
with the drive �21� due to transverse barriers. In the 1D pe-
riodic pinning case considered here, the partially ordered re-
gime at high drives is a polycrystalline moving solid rather
than a moving smectic since there are no transverse barriers.

In experiments with 1D periodic arrays, the substrate
strength can be changed by varying the laser intensity. Thus,
we consider the effects of altering the substrate force fp, and
find that when the substrate is weakened for nc�1.0, a cross-

over occurs from the 1D pinned smectic state illustrated in
Fig. 1�b� to a buckled configuration. In Fig. 4�a� we plot the
critical depinning force fc vs fp for a system with fixed nc
=1.35. The line in Fig. 4�a� indicates fc= fp. For fp�1.9 the
pinned state is a 1D smectic structure and fc increases lin-
early with fp. For fp�1.9, patches of the pinned smectic
undergo a buckling transition where the colloids along a
single row splay out in a staggered manner, as illustrated in
Fig. 4�c� for fp=1.0. The 1D state coexists with the buckled
state. Buckled patches do not generally form adjacent to one
another due to the increased inter-row colloidal repulsion this
would cause. The buckling appears at locations of enhanced
stress, where dislocations in the pattern would be present in
the 1D pinned case. As fp is further decreased, the buckled
areas grow, as seen in Fig. 4�d� for fp=0.75. For small fp the
colloids form an almost triangular lattice with small distor-
tions, as shown in Fig. 4�e�. We note that a different buckling
transition has recently been observed in sheared three-
dimensional colloidal systems �24�.

The onset of the buckled state coincides with a change
from the linear behavior of fc with fp to the much more rapid
nonlinear decrease for fp�1.9. The linear behavior for large
fp is consistent with single-particle pinning, where the depin-
ning threshold is determined only by the strength of the sub-
strate. The buckled structure is much more weakly pinned
than the 1D state since the force acting to push a colloid over
the substrate barrier has an additional contribution from the
staggered colloids on either side. Collective pinning theory
would give fc� fp

2 �23�; however, the decrease we observe
appears sharper with a possible fc� fp

3 behavior. For pinning
forces at which a buckled pinned state forms, there is both a
plastic flow regime and a crossover to region III flow as fd
approaches fp. In Fig. 4�b� we characterize the onset of the
buckling transition via the fraction Np of colloids that are
displaced less than a certain distance in the y direction from
the minimum of the potential well. For instance, in Fig. 1�b�
all the colloids are in the 1D configuration and sitting at the

FIG. 3. Flow regions I �pinned�, II �plastic�, and III �partially
ordered� for fd / fp vs colloid density nc at constant fp=2.0. Open
squares: depinning threshold. Filled circles: reordering crossover.

FIG. 4. �a� Squares: critical depinning force fc vs fp for fixed
nc=1.35. Solid line: fc= fp curve. �b� The fraction of colloids Np in
the 1D configuration versus fp. �c� Buckled state at fp=1.0 and zero
drive. �d� Buckled state at fp=0.75 and zero drive. �e� The distorted
triangular state at fp=0.3.
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bottom of the potential well. In Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�, only a
portion of the colloids is located at the bottom of the well
and for Fig. 4�e� almost no colloids are in the 1D configura-
tion. Figure 4�b� shows that the buckling transition is rela-
tively sharp; however, there is some rounding due to the fact
that some dislocations are frozen in the 1D state where the
initial buckling occurs.

In conclusion, we have numerically studied the dynamics
and pinning of colloids driven over 1D periodic substrates.
We find three general regimes: pinned, disordered, and par-
tially ordered, which can be characterized by the amount of
disorder in the colloidal lattice and by features in the velocity
force curves. We map these regimes as a function of colloid
density and show that peaks in the depinning threshold occur
at commensurate densities, where triangular or mostly trian-
gular colloid lattices form. As the colloidal density increases

for strong substrate strengths, the colloids form a locked
smectic state that transforms to a buckled structure as the
substrate strength is reduced. In the locked smectic state, the
depinning threshold decreases linearly with decreasing sub-
strate strength, while in the buckled state, the depinning
threshold decreases much faster than linearly with substrate
strength. It would be very interesting to study experimentally
both the dynamics of colloids moving over periodic sub-
strates as well as buckling phases for large colloidal densi-
ties. Theoretical directions to pursue include examining
whether the smectic to buckled phase transition is a true
phase transition, and to understand the scaling of the critical
depinning versus the substrate strength in the buckled phase.
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